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Abstract Patient records, including doctors’ diagnoses of
diseases, trace of treatments and patients’ conditions, nursing
actions, and examination results from allied health profession
departments, are the most important medical records of
patients in medical systems. With patient records, medical
staff can instantly understand the entire medical information
of a patient so that, according to the patient’s conditions, more
accurate diagnoses and more appropriate in-depth treatments
can be provided. Nevertheless, in such a modern society with
booming information technologies, traditional paper-based
patient records have faced a lot of problems, such as lack of
uniform formats, low data mobility, slow data transfer,
illegible handwritings, enormous and insufficient storage
space, difficulty of conservation, being easily damaged, and
low transferability. To improve such drawbacks, reduce
medical costs, and advance medical quality, paper-based
patient records are modified into electronic medical records
and reformed into electronic patient records. However, since
eletronic patient records used in various hospitals are diverse
and different, in consideration of cost, it is rather difficult to
establish a compatible and complete integrated electronic
patient records system to unify patient records from hetero-
geneous systems in hospitals. Moreover, as the booming of

the Internet, it is no longer necessary to build an integrated
system. Instead, doctors can instantly look up patients’
complete information through the Internet access to electronic
patient recoreds as well as avoid the above difficulties.
Nonetheless, the major problem of accessing to electronic
patient records cross-hospital systems exists in the security of
transmitting and accessing to the records in case of unautho-
rized medical personnels intercepting or stealing the informa-
tion. This study applies theMobile Agent scheme to cope with
the problem. Since a Mobile Agent is a program, which can
move among hosts and automatically disperse arithmetic
processes, and moves from one host to another in heteroge-
neous network systems with the characteristics of autonomy
andmobility, decreasing network traffic, reducing transfer lag,
encapsulating protocol, availability on heterogeneous plat-
forms, fault-tolerance, high flexibility, and personalization.
However, since a Mobile Agent contacts and exchanges
information with other hosts or agents on the Internet for rapid
exchange and access to medical information, the security is
threatened. In order to solve the problem, this study proposes a
key management scheme based on Lagrange interpolation
formulas and hierarchical management structure to make
Mobile Agents a more secure and efficient access control
scheme for electronic patient record systems when applied to
the access of patients’ personal electronic patient records cross
hospitals. Meanwhile, with the comparison of security and
efficacy analyses being the feasibility of validation scheme
and the basis of better efficiency, the security of Mobile
Agents in the process of operation can be guaranteed, key
management efficacy can be advanced, and the security of the
Mobile Agent system can be protected.
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Introduction

With the development of the Internet, the transmission of
data has been greatly changed and the speed of data
transmitting and spreading has also become faster. In
medical organizations, medical personnel have to quickly
understand the complete medical information of patients in
order to make instant and accurate diagnoses as well as to
provide appropriate treatments. Medical information is
recorded in patient records which contain medical files of
patients, observations, diagnoses, and treatments records of
diseases, nursing actions from medical personnel, and
various examination results from allied health profession
departments. The purpose of medical records is to provide
the continuity of care. Traditional paper-based patient
records therefore appear the following drawbacks [1–6].

(1). Disorganization. Since there is no strictly uniform
format of patient-record forms in various medical
organizations, traditional paper-based patient records
are lack of organization. With medical information
from various sources keeping in one patient record, it
would take time to analyze and obtain the system-
atical data that will be even more difficult as the data
are likely to be damaged after being kept for a long
period of time.

(2). Low data mobility. With traditional paper-based
patient records, data are searched, transferred, and
kept through man-carrying; and the same patient
record cannot be simultaneously available for several
people.

(3). Illegibility. Traditional paper-based patient records are
marked with medical information in handwriting,
which could result in illegibility after a long period
of conservation in ill-conditions and further cause
medical malpractice claims. In this case, not only is
the patient’s health not protected, but the medical cost
is also lost.

(4). Space requirement and conservation difficulty.
Traditional paper-based patient records are so easily
affected by the external environment that the
temperature, humidity, space, data access control
of unauthorized personnel, and moreover natural
disasters must be paid more attention to.

(5). Low Transferability. In such a high-mobility society,
people hardly take all medical treatments in a single
medical organization. However, the transfer of
patient-record information among medical organiza-
tions is not so convenient that patients have to
individually apply for personal patient records, copy
the data, and bring them to other medical organiza-
tions. The low transferability could possibly also be at
the risk of data security.

In order to solve the above problems as well as to reduce
medical cost and to enhance medical quality, present patient
records have gradually been transformed from paper-based
patient records into electronic patient records with the
following advantages [16].

(1). Accessibility: It can enhance the instantaneity of
patient records and hasten the retrieving speed of
patient records so as to promote the medical quality.

(2). Reduce costs: The operation cost and personnel
expenses are reduced; and the manpower and space
of medical records room are economized.

(3). Reporting: The recorded data in traditional paper-
based patient records is disorganized, but the contents
in electronic patient records are standarized and
integrated. What is more, electronic patient records
can satisfy the demands of medical personnel with the
inquiry and analyses of patients’ data as well as
contribute to medical researches, communications,
and statistics.

(4). Readability: With the illegibility of hand written
traditional paper-based patient records, clerical errors
are likely to happen on medical personnel, or the
scripts are misunderstood because of different writing
habits. On the contrary, the typeface in electronic
patient records is unified, clear, and legible that the
readability of information is advanced.

(5). Diagnostic support: With the complete medical
information, medical personnel can make more
appropriate diagnoses and treatments according to
patients’ conditions.

In such a society with fast changing environment and
high population mobility, most patients take medical treat-
ments in different medical organizations, where various
medical records, including medical history, medication
records, and clinical data, are remained. Furthermore,
medical personnel can not quickly or instantly retrieve
previous relevant patient records as electronic patient
records in various medical organizations are with hetero-
geneous information systems or in long distance. With
integrated electronic patient records systems, few more
problems would still be derived. (1) Present information
systems of electronic patient records are heterogeneous and
diverse that it would be difficult and time consuming to
integrate them into a single system. (2) All users have to re-
adapt to and re-learn the new system. (3) The cost is too
high. (4) All medical organizations will experience the
transition period, which is not necessarily suitable for the
structures and operation procedures of various medical
organizations.

With the booming of the Internet and the universality of
electronic patient records, this study proposes a solution to
the above problems of having doctors access to electronic
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patient records on the Internet. Nevertheless, a scheme is
necessary for medical personnel being conveniently and
legally authorized to access to patient records when
retrieving patients’ relevant medical records among various
medical organizations, as well as to ensure the security of
patients’ privacy. This study therefore proposes the Mobile
Agent scheme to solve the problems. A Mobile Agent is a
program of disperse arithmetic process which can move
from one host to another in heterogeneous network systems
with the characteristics of autonomy and mobility, decreas-
ing network traffic, reducing transfer lag, encapsulating
protocol, fault-tolerance, high flexibility, and personaliza-
tion [7, 8]. What is more, apart from transmitting informa-
tion, a Mobile Agent is able to interact and allocate data with
other mobile agents or disperse data systems. A Mobile
Agent mainly receives and sends assigned missions to
relevant service platforms on the Internet, searches or
operates relevant data, and reports to the user after
completing the missions. With the above characteristics,
Mobile Agents can be applied to heterogeneous medical
network systems, communicate and interact with other hosts
from the host in one hospital information system migrating
to another, as well as implement and complete the mission
assigned from a legal user. Figure 1 shows the simple
structure of Mobile Agents applied to the medical system.

For instance, a patient’s electronic patient records could
possibly be dispersed in medical organizations in various
regions because of moving so that doctors can hardly
acquire the complete patient records and patients cannot
possess continuous medical care. In this case, Mobile
Agents can be applied to search the dispersed medical
records in various medical organizations through roaming

on the Internet, which provides medical personnel more
complete information of patient records, helps doctors
rapidly understand the medical information of the patient
according to patients’ conditions, assists medical personnel
in controlling the conditions of the patient, as well as
enhances the timeliness and accuracy of therapy.

A Mobile Agent exchanges information with different
hosts or other agents through roaming on the Internet that
could result in the threats to the security. Four major threats
are classified as follows [9].

(1). Integrity attacks: Malicious hosts intending to in-
crease, delete, or revise the data, executable codes,
and the status of Mobile Agents, or not to completely
run the program of Mobile Agents could cause threats
to the completion of data and execution in Mobile
Agents. In this case, patient records could be revised
when those problems occur in the transmission of
electronic patient records, so that the completion of
the patient records would be damaged and serious
medical malpractice claims between the patient and
the doctor would occur as a result.

(2). Availability refusal of servers: In the process of
Mobile Agents moving among hosts, malicious hosts
refusing Mobile Agents accessing to data, delaying
service time, or rejecting transmitting Mobile Agents
to the next server platform could cause failure of
patient records feedback.

(3). Confidentiality attacks on Mobile Agents: Malicious
hosts monitor or analyze the data, executable codes,
or the status of Mobile Agents in the process of
operation so as to steal the confidential data.

Patient

Hospital A

Clinic A

Clinic B

Doctor

Hospital B

Clinic C

Patient
Data

Mobile
agent

Heterogeneous
Network

Fig. 1 Simple structure of
Mobile Agents applied to the
medical system
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(4). Authentication risks of servers: Malicious hosts
counterfeit the path of serve nodes and lead Mobile
Agents to operate programs in other platform, or
duplicate Mobile Agents to make them not be
identified by other servers in implementing missions
and not obtain the patient record information.

The above security threats result from Mobile Agents
accessing to individual electronic patient records cross-
medical organizations on the Internet. In this case, it is
necessary to ensure that Mobile Agents not be intercepted
or revised during moving as well as the confidential data in
Mobile Agents can only be accessed by legally authorized
persons so as to prevent the data from being falsified or
counterfeited. In order to ensure the data in Mobile Agents
being reasonably allocated and effectively protected, the
establishment of access control schemes is inevitable. There
have been several relevant studies in recent years. Corradi
et al. proposed a Mobile Agent scheme, Secure and Open
Mobile Agent (SOMA) [10], which contained agents, agent
servers, management systems, and security policies. Karnik
and Tripathi also proposed Ajanta system [11] for Mobile
Agents with similar functions of SOMA. Volker and
Mehrdad proposed a tree structure of Mobile Agents [12]
with the functions of key management and access control.
Nonetheless, with redundancy allocation of the key, the tree
structure increased the size of Mobile Agents and enlarged
the inducing calculation of the key. Based on hierarchical
structure, key management scheme and access control
scheme of Lagrange interpolation formula can improve
the above drawbacks as well as make Mobile Agents be a
more secure and effective electronic patient records access
control scheme in the application cross medical organiza-
tions and access to patient electronic medical records.
Furthermore, with the comparison of security and efficacy
being the basis of feasibiltiy and better efficiency and the
guarantee of secure environment during Mobile Agents
implementing missions, the efficacy of key management
can be promoted to protect the security of the system.

Related work

Transmission and access to electronic patient records
on the internet

In present situations, the development of electronic patient
records is necessary for the promotion of hospital compe-
tition. More importantly, statistical analyses of electronic
data at any time could assist hospital managers to make the
most appropriate decision support. With thousands of
electronic patient records saved in the system, doctors can
easily inquire the medication, medical history, various

examination results, and allergic information of patients
[15] through computers and the Internet so that the similar
examinations and the waste of medical resources can be
reduced, the instantaneity of medical data can be effectively
enhanced, and the speed of retrieving patient records can
also be hastened. According to present medical regulations,
patient records must be kept for 10 years; but, they will be
required of longer conservation with new medical practices.
In this case, without electronic patient records, the medical
records room in hospitals will not be able to load paper-
based patient records. Consequently, not only do electronic
patient records save human resource and space, but the data
will not be lost or damaged after a long period of time so
that they can be permanently conserved. Moreover, if any
emergency happens to a person abroad, previous medica-
tion, medical history, and various records can be acquired
on the Internet so that the time and medical resources are
saved [1, 16]. The advantages include:

(1). Effectively advancing the instantaneity of medical
patient records information, hastening the retrieval of
patient records, and promoting medical quality.

(2). Reducing operation costs and personnel expenses,
and saving space and manpower.

(3). Being helpful to medical research, statistics, and
communications.

(4). Reducing errors by legible electronic patient records in
comparison with traditional paper-based handwritings.

(5). Being able to be conserved permanently without
being lost or damaged.

(6). Legally authorized persons being able to inquire
patient records, on the Internet, for further examina-
tions and analyses at any time and any place.

With electronic patient records, the privacy of patients
[13, 14] has to be controlled, and related access schemes for
the access authority of medical personnel have to be
regulated in case of unauthorized persons randomly
accessing to patients’ information [17, 18] and causing the
negligence of security and unnecessary medical malpractice
claims. With national social welfare, many medical organ-
izations apply smart cards to verify patients’ identities
through the operation of medical personnel that patient’s
data is still in risk as the verification is operated by another
person. Nevertheless, if there is a doubled verification, the
security will be solidified. For instance, in addition to the
smart cards, the doctor re-confirms the identity of the
patient or revises his/her data files with One-time Password
(OTP) to prevent non-authorized persons accessing to the
patient records at a different time. Face-based biometric
authentication methods may also be considered for verifi-
cation of patients’ identities. For this reason, in the process
of transmitting electronic patient records, several security-
related issues are discussed as follows.
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(1). Electronic patient records allow legally authorized
persons accessing to certain data that is unreachable
with paper-based patient records. However, single-
layer passwords can be easily compromised in the
process of encryption, so that multi-layer passwords
can be utilized for encryption.

(2). It is essential to ensure that the electronic patient records
not be stolen or revised in the process of transmission.

(3). If the data is stolen, the key can be prevented from
being compromised so that the electronic medical
records will not be revised and rejected so as to guard
hackers and protect privacy.

Medical applications of mobile agents

Mobile Agents can automatically disperse arithmetic process
when moving among computers so that, in medical applica-
tions, doctors can rapidly retrieve previous case history and
effectively make medical integration and communication.
This paper proposes to apply Mobile Agents to access to
electronic patient records that can improve low mobility of
paper-based patient records searching, delievering, and
storing information through man-carrying. When two autho-
rized medical personnel simultaneouly acquire the same
patient record, individual mobile agents are sent to operate
the mission that the same data is read seperately. However, the
data is written in with hierarchic authorities in order to ensure
the consistency of the patient information. The advantages of
Mobile Agents include [19, 20]

(1). Reducing network load: In electronic patient records
systems, there will be a large amount of data. With
traditional disperse systems, communication as the
media to exchange information is necessary; and, with
security protocols, enormous network flow will further
be generated. On the other hand, the Mobile Agent
scheme does not require online connection with object
computers, as it allows instructions being packaged and
sent to the destination host as well as directly commu-
nicate and interact with the destination end so that the
communication times between the source and the
destination ends are reduced. What is more, Mobile
Agents can remotely operate large amount of electronic
patient record information from another host to decrease
the communication times between the source and the
destination ends. A Mobile Agent transmits data on the
Internet merely when it is moving, and the transmitted
data only contains the results of algorithm and the
program in itself so that the consumed bandwidth is
small and the network load is largely reduced.

(2). Reducing network lag: When accessing to large amount
of electronic patient record information, network control
is utilized for enormous instant reactions that would

often cause network lag. With the technology of Mobile
Agents, mobile agents are assigned to various com-
puters from the central host and directly execute control
instructions on each host. In the process of operation, the
information is remotely exchanged by the central host so
that the network lag is effectively reduced.

(3). Encapsulating protocol: Fixed protocols are applied to
the exchange of information in traditional dispersed
systems. Nevertheless, as the operation platforms are
distinct in various hospitals, the hosts have to separately
practice the protocol with individual program code. In
this case, when the protocol requires reset for the sake of
security or efficiency but one host can not synchronous-
ly renew, incompatibility or lag is therefore easily
caused. With Mobile Agents, the protocol can be
packaged so that Mobile Agents can, according to the
protocol, establish a suitable protocol for communica-
tion, while moving to another host, without considering
the problem of protocol.

(4). Allowing asynchronous and autonomic executions:
Mobile Agents can asynchronously and automatically
complete the missions, when the server is offline, as well
as report the feedback after the completion that can
reduce the connection time and enhance the convenience.

(5). Adapting to dynamic environment: According to the
environment of the hospital, a Mobile Agent is able to
adjust itself to adapt to the environment. Several
mobile agents can maintain the best configurations
anywhere in the network as well as solve specific
problems simultaneously.

(6). Heterogeneity: Network environment, hardware, or
software in each hospital are basically heterogeneous.
Besides, the transmission among Mobile Agents and
computers or the network is also independent, only
related to the operation environmnet, so that Mobile
Agents provide the best condition for system integration.

(7). Augmentability: The Mobile Agent scheme allows
the function of flexible adjustment and augmentation
for the source and destination ends of data.

(8). Solidity and fault-tolerance: With the ability of adapting
to dynamic environment, Mobile Agents can remain the
solidity and fault-tolerance in the unstably network so
that loss and errors are preventable. This characteristic is
important to the electronic patient record information.

Security of mobile agents

The Mobile Agent scheme proposed by Volker and
Mehrdad was based on the tree structure [9], which was
considered with the following drawbacks.

(1). With Mobile Agents, the interpreter or virtual ma-
chine in the computer is applied with common
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program languages to describe the operation of
Mobile Agents that would result in high cost.

(2). In the process of transmitting data with Mobile
Agents, the operation of the key becomes an
independent recording that cause the operation more
complicated.

(3). Mobile Agents would save the key moving to various
computers and choose a suitable key for the host of
the destination end to execute, that would make the
operation more efficient. Nonetheless, it would take a
large space in the process of transmitting data and the
size of the Mobile Agent would also be increased.

(4). More calculation for the public key – The decryption
keys for confidential files are re-saved under the
static/sctx/acl/folder, so that Mobile Agents would
spend more time and cost on calculating and
generating the key for the security of Mobile Agents.

For convenient transmission within the network, an ideal
Mobile Agent acquires “the smaller, the better” to the space
and the cost of the key calculation. For this reason, the
refined Volder & Mehrdad security scheme, the key
management and access control scheme of Mobile Agents
based on hierarchy structure, is proposed in the following
section in this paper. The recommended concepts are
further demonstrated, as well as the operation procedure
and applications are described in detail.

Lagrange interpolation

In numerical analyses, many practical problems are pre-
sented with functions for internal connections or regular
patterns that can generally stand for certain correlations.
However, the relationship correspondences of several
functions are understood merely through experiments and
observations. When observing a certain physical quantity in
a practice and receiving the corresponding observed value,
Lagrange interpolation can be applied to find a polynomial
which is able to obtain the observed value at various
observing points. This kind of polynomial is called
Lagrange polynomial.

In mathematics, Lagrange interpolation can provide a
polynomial function just through several known points on a
two-dimensional plane. However, regarding the given
points, such as n+1 points of (x0, y0), (x1, y1),…, (xn, yn),
corresponding to the times, there is only one Lagrange
polynomial (L) not exceeding n.

With higher-time polynomials, there will be infinite
Lagrange polynomials (L), as all polynomials λ(x-x0)(x-x1)…
(x-xn) different from L are satisfied.

In defining Lagrange, k+1 data points, (x0, y0),…, (xk,yk),
are given to certain polynomial function, where xj responds
to the location of independent variable and yj to the data

of the function being at the location. It represents that the
known xj and f(xj) can easily acquire yj of the function
corresponding to xj. An n-polynomial passing these points

will then be found, meaning function yj = f(xj) can

represent the polynomial y ¼ PK
j¼0

ajxj ¼ akxk þ ak�1xk�1þ
ak�2xk�2 þ :::þ a1xþ a0. Besides, since y is the n-
polynomial of x, the linear combination can be written as
lj(x). With Lagrange interpolation, the acquired Lagrange
polynomial is shown as

LðxÞ ¼
XK
j¼0

yjljðxÞ ð1Þ

where each lj(x) is Lagrange basic polynomial or interpo-
lation function, as

ljðxÞ ¼
Yk

i¼0;i6¼j

x� xi
xj � xi

¼ x� x0
xj � x0

� �
:::

x� xj�1

xj � xj�1

� �
x� xjþ1

xj � xjþ1

� �
:::

x� xk
xj � xk

� �

ð2Þ
The characteristic of Lagrange basic polynomial lj(x) is

to take 1 at xj and 0 at other points xi,i≠j, as ljðxÞ ¼
0; i 6¼ j
1; i ¼ j

�
.

For example, to obtain f (18) in f ð4Þ ¼ 1 f ð5Þ ¼ 5 f ð6Þ ¼
10, first write down each Lagrange basic polynomials,

l1ðxÞ ¼ x� 5

4� 5

� �
x� 6

4� 6

� �

l2ðxÞ ¼ x� 4

5� 4

� �
x� 6

5� 6

� �

l3ðxÞ ¼ x� 4

6� 4

� �
x� 5

6� 5

� �

with Lagrange interpolation, the expression L(x), the
interpolation function of f, is acquired

LðxÞ ¼ f ð4Þlð1Þ þ f ð5Þlð2Þ þ f ð6Þlð3Þ
¼ 1� x�5

4�5

� �
x�6
4�6

� �þ 5� x�4
5�4

� �
x�6
5�6

� �

þ 10� x�4
6�4

� �
x�5
6�5

� �

¼ 1
2 x

2 � 1
2 x� 5

¼> LðxÞ ¼ f ð4Þlð1Þ þ f ð5Þlð2Þ þ f ð6Þlð3Þ

and then substitute 18 to get the value, f ð18Þ ¼ Lð18Þ ¼ 148.
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The proposed scheme

This paper mainly applies formulas and Mobile Agents.
When there are too many members, mobile agents are
spread among various hosts for data exchange. It indirectly
disperses the load among hosts as well as directly exchange
with mobile agents to save the communication time with
the hosts. In the formula of polynomial, only the host with
access is real, or the others are zero, in the process of
substitution. When the negative item is known by the
formula in advance, the calculation will be faster to advance
the efficacy of the system so that the system is successfully
operated with the possibility of dispersing loads. The
hierarchy concept applied in this paper aims to improve
the problem of too many members resulting in larger load
to the system as in the original tree structures.

Besides, the application of Lagrange interpolation poly-
nomials allows Mobile Agents substituting the key for the
server to obtain the decrytion key, which can reduce
calculations and save time. Moreover, with the character-
istics of Mobile Agents being not necessarily connected
with the end device, the information exchange is merely
operated in the end host that can effectively decrease
network delay. In this case, it will not take long for medical
personnel to wait for returning information.

With the understanding of the difficulty in integrating
different systems in various medical organizations, the
proposed Mobile Agent scheme is applied to overcome the
difficulty of integrating heterogeneous systems as well as to
be successfully operated cross systems. With the character-
istics of Mobile Agents having the ability of crossing
heterogeneous systems, which is able to develop its own
protocol to communicate or exchange data between hosts or
agents without any communication problem among hetero-
geneous systems.

Key generation

In medical sectors, not every hospital has definite relations
of hierarchy. Some hospitals only deploy a principal and
others belonging to different departments without hierarch
relation. In this case, when the operation is executed only
among departments, the hierarchy of Mobile Agent users
would hardly be established. The Lagrange method,
therefore, introduces Lagrange polynomials to the environ-
ment with hierarchy but without hierarchy authority, so that
Mobile Agents can be applied to medical sectors without
hierarchy authorities. Without hierarchic authorities, the
method can still be utilized as the entire structure is
established with formulas whose parameters do not possess
authority relations so that the hierarchic structure will not
be affected. Although it is mentioned that hierarchic
authorities are not necessary, the method with hierarchic

structure is still applied in this paper for easy demonstra-
tion. With the characteristics of formulas, which can be
applied in both with and without authorities, hierarchy
authorities are referred in this paper for more appropriate
expression. The primary model is to remain authority
relation among departments, but has no mutual access
between the key and individuals. With the decryption key
DKt for encryption and the establishment of function
FDKt(x), doctors in various departments can obtain the
corresponding DKt by decrypting FDKt(x) with the autho-
rized access.

Step 1: The Mobile Agent randomly selects a big prime
number P = 2P’+1, where P’ is a big prime
number. Then, choose g as the root of Galois
Field GF(P) and make g, P, and P’ public.

Step 2: The Mobile Agent selects different decryption
keys DKt (t =1, 2, …, m; m is the number of
decryption keys in the Mobile Agent) for each
confidential document, where DKt and P-1 are
relatively prime.

Step 3: Mobile Agent select different secret keys SKi (i =1,
2, …, n; n is the number of visited hosts), where
SKi and P-1 are relatively prime and SKi is private.

Step 4: With the set of interpolation polynomials {(IDj∥(gSKi

mod P), DKt)}, the function FDKt(x) is established
as followed, where ∥ is the continuous operator,
DKt ≤ SCi stands for SCi with decryption key of
authorized access DKt, and IDj is the identity of
decryption key. Finally, FDKt(x) is made public as

FDKtðxÞ ¼ x� DKt �
X

DKt�SCi

x�1
i;j li;jðxÞ ð3Þ

where li,j(x) is the Lagrange polynomial or the
interpolation function

li;jðxÞ ¼
Qn

t¼1;t 6¼i

x�xt;j
xi;j�xt;j

¼ x�x1;j
xi;j�x1;j

� �
:::

x�xi�1;j

xi;j�xi�1;j

� �

x�xiþ1;j

xi;j�xiþ1;j

� �
:::

x�xn;j
xi;j�xn;j

� �
that i stands for the visited

host number, j is the number of decryption keys,

and xi,j=IDj∥(gSKi mod P).

Key derivation

Step 1: Set the right of the host SCi to access a certain DKt.
Step 2: The security classes SCi can use its secret key SKi

and the public FDKt(x) to derive and obtain DKt.

Example

Suppose that a confidential document is kept in a Mobile
Agent with DK5 encryption and transmitted to the assigned
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department, a person with authorized access can substitute
the decryption key to the function to obtain the
corresponding decryption key. The detailed procedure of
encryption and decryption is shown as follows.

In the process of encryption, CA firstly establishes the
function FDK5(x) of DK5 and makes it public, then calculates
the interpolation function with the authority of security classes,
and finally substitute xi,j=IDj∥(gSKi mod P) for the function.

l1;5ðxÞ ¼ x� x2;5
x1;5 � x2;5

� �
x� x3;5
x1;5 � x3;5

� �
x� x4;5
x1;5 � x4;5

� �
x� x5;5
x1;5 � x5;5

� �
x� x6;5
x1;5 � x6;5

� �

¼ x� ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ �

x� ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ

� x� ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ �

x� ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ

� x� ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ

l3;5ðxÞ ¼ x� x1;5
x3;5 � x1;5

� �
x� x2;5
x3;5 � x2;5

� �
x� x4;5
x3;5 � x4;5

� �
x� x5;5
x3;5 � x5;5

� �
x� x6;5
x3;5 � x6;5

� �

¼ x� ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � x� ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ

ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ

� x� ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ �

x� ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ

� x� ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ

l6;5ðxÞ ¼ x� x1;5
x6;5 � x1;5

� �
x� x2;5
x6;5 � x2;5

� �
x� x3;5
x6;5 � x3;5

� �
x� x4;5
x6;5 � x4;5

� �
x� x5;5
x6;5 � x5;5

� �

¼ x� ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ �

x� ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ

� x� ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ �

x� ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ

� x� ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ

The function is therefore obtained as

FDK5ðxÞ ¼ x� DK5 � x1;5
� ��1

l1;5ðxÞ þ x3;5
� ��1

l3;5ðxÞ þ x6;5
� ��1

l6;5ðxÞ
n o
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When security class 3 tends to obtain the decryption key
DK5, substitute x3;5 ¼ ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ for li,j(x)

l1;5ðx3;5Þ ¼ x3;5 � x2;5
x1;5 � x2;5

� �
x3;5 � x3;5
x1;5 � x3;5

� �
x3;5 � x4;5
x1;5 � x4;5

� �
x3;5 � x5;5
x1;5 � x5;5

� �
x3;5 � x6;5
x1;5 � x6;5

� �

¼ x3;5 � ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ �

ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ

� x3;5 � ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ �

x3;5 � ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ

� x3;5 � ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ ¼ 0

l3;5ðx3;5Þ ¼ x3;5 � x1;5
x3;5 � x1;5

� �
x3;5 � x2;5
x3;5 � x2;5

� �
x3;5 � x4;5
x3;5 � x4;5

� �
x3;5 � x5;5
x3;5 � x5;5

� �
x3;5 � x6;5
x3;5 � x6;5

� �

¼ ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ

ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ

� ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ �

ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ

� ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ ¼ 1

l6;5ðx3;5Þ ¼ x3;5 � x1;5
x6;5 � x1;5

� �
x3;5 � x2;5
x6;5 � x2;5

� �
x3;5 � x3;5
x6;5 � x3;5

� �
x3;5 � x4;5
x6;5 � x4;5

� �
x3;5 � x5;5
x6;5 � x5;5

� �

¼ x3;5 � ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ �

x3;5 � ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ

� ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ �

x3;5 � ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ

� x3;5 � ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ ¼ 0

Finally, substitute FDK5ðxÞ for the decryption key DK5

FDK5ðx3;5Þ ¼ x3;5 � DK5 � x1;5
� ��1

l1;5ðxÞ þ x3;5
� ��1

l3;5ðxÞ þ x6;5
� ��1

l6;5ðxÞ
n o

¼ ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � DK5 �
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ� ��1 � 0

þ ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ� ��1 � 1

þ ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ� ��1 � 0

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;

¼ ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � DK5 � ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ� ��1 ¼ DK5
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Security analyses

This section aims to precede security analyses of the
Lagrange method with common external attacks, reversed
attacks, and cooperative attacks, as well as to discuss
possible attacks from the viewpoint of attackers and to seek
for compromising the method proposed in this paper in
order to prove the proposed method with certain security.

External attacks

Within common attacks, most attackers are not personnel in
medical organizations, i.e. not internal attackers. These
attackers are often interested in valuable medical informa-
tion, such as patient conditions of famous people or the
president’s health, and tend to steal or sell the information
that could result in the divulgence of confidential informa-
tion and damages. This kind of attacks therefore becomes
an essential analysis in the process of security analyses.

Regarding external attacks, attackers can only obtain
protected meaningless documents or public parameters in
Mobile Agents when the internal medical information is
illegally acquired. For valuable patient records or medical

information, attackers have to derive decryption key from
the obtained public parameters, decrypt the encrypted
information, and obtain valuable and meaningful informa-
tion or patient records. Regarding security analyses, the
analyses of both external and internal attacks are based on
the parameters in the formula with solutions to discrete
lognormal. Moreover, the formula is applied to effectively
prevent from attacks and, in operation, is convenient for the
members in the structure to calculate, while both external
and internal non-members will face the problem and
difficulty of solving discrete lognormal. In addition to data
encryption, user authentication and access control may also
be applied simultaneously to strengthen the overall security
level.

When the public parameters are obtained by external
attackers, the function in the method plays an important
role, as the function FDKt ðxÞ ¼ x� DKt �

P
DKt�SCi

x�1
i;j li;jðxÞ

contains the decryption key. For this reason, the function
must have sufficient security. Referring to Fig. 2, if an
attacker tries to obtain the decryption key DK5, the
decryption key has to be compromised from interpolation
function. In this case, the first interpolation function l1,5(x)
is substituted and analyzed.

l1;5ðxÞ ¼ x� x2;5
x1;5 � x2;5

� �
x� x3;5
x1;5 � x3;5

� �
x� x4;5
x1;5 � x4;5

� �
x� x5;5
x1;5 � x5;5

� �
x� x6;5
x1;5 � x6;5

� �

¼ x� ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ �

x� ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ

� x� ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ �

x� ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ

� x� ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ

SC1

(SK1)

DK6DK5DK4DK3DK1 DK2

FDK1(x) FDK2(x)

SC3

(SK3)
SC2

(SK2)

SC6

(SK6)
SC5

(SK5)
SC4

(SK4)

FDK3(x) FDK4(x) FDK5(x) FDK6(x)

Fig. 2 Hierarchy structure in
the access control
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In the function, with known numbers P and g but others
being unknown, the key will not be effectively derived as
there have been too many unknown numbers. What is
more, the attackers will face the problem of solving discrete
lognormal, that could ensure the medical information or
patient records not being acquired by external attacks.

Reversed attacks

Simply speaking, reversed attacks present that doctors or
patients with lower authority intend to obtain decryption
keys of the chairman or the principal with higher authority.
Referring to Fig. 3, SCj stands for doctors or patients with
lower authority while SCi represents the chairman or the
principal with higher authority. When doctors or patients
obtain the decryption key with higher authority, they are
likely to precede actions out of their authority, such as
retrieving or revising patient records or medical information
with the principal’s decryption key. In this case, the system
will record the illegal actions of the principal which could
result in some loss. Preventing form reversed attacks
therefore becomes an essential security analysis.

Regarding the method proposed in this paper, the
interpolation function li,j(x) is opened as

li;jðxÞ ¼
Yn

t¼1;t 6¼i

x� xt;j
xi;j � xt;j

¼ x� x1;j
xi;j � x1;j

� �
:::

x� xi�1;j

xi;j � xi�1;j

� �
x� xiþ1;j

xi;j � xiþ1;j

� �
:::

x� xn;j
xi;j � xn;j

� �

where there is no relation among x’s in xi,j=IDj∥(gSKi mod
P). The benefit of this method is that there is no relation
among the keys that all security classes are independent
without mutual correlation. In this case, doctors or patients
do not have available parameters or relations to derive the
decryption key of the principal.

Cooperative attacks

Cooperative attacks mean that many doctors or patients
intend to cooperatively obtain the principal’s decryption

key. Referring to Fig. 4, SCj and SCk stand for doctors or
patients with lower authority and SCi for the chairman or
the principal with higher authority. Cooperative attacks
therefore is considered as several reversed attacks assem-
bled together. Comparing reversed attacks with cooperative
attacks, there are more internal personnel attending at
cooperative attacks, so that the compromise opportunity is
increased as more keys are referred to. In this case, the
threat of cooperative attacks is much higher than that of
reversed attacks.

To solve the problem, randomized derivations of keys
eliminate the regularity and the corresponding relations,
so that doctors cannot directly derive the decryption key
from several keys. Besides, with the features of Lagrange
polynomials, there is no correlation between hierarchies,
which avoids the system from being compromised and
the principal’s decryption key being obtained. Security
classes are separated as independent units in this paper
so that the decryption key of the higher authority cannot
be effectively acquired no matter with reversed attacks
from a single person or cooperative attacks from many
people.

From the analysis of function FDKtðxÞ ¼ x� DKt�P
DKt�Si

x�1
i;j li;jðxÞ, li,j(x) is the key of compromise. In the

process of opening, the above example of l1,5(x) is taken for
demonstration.

l1;5ðxÞ ¼ x� x2;5
x1;5 � x2;5

� �
x� x3;5
x1;5 � x3;5

� �
x� x4;5
x1;5 � x4;5

� �
�

x� x5;5
x1;5 � x5;5

� �
x� x6;5
x1;5 � x6;5

� �

¼ x� ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK2 mod PÞ

� x� ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ

� x� ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK4 mod PÞ

� x� ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK5 mod PÞ

� x� ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ
ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK6 mod PÞ

According to l1,5(x), SK2~SK6 are unknown numbers. If
SK2 stands for the decryption key of the principal and
others for the keys of participating doctors, SK2 becomes
the only unknown number. According to gSK2 mod P, the

SCi
(SKi)

SCj
(SKj)

FDK(x)

DK

Fig. 3 Reversed attacks
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security is based on solving the problem of discrete
lognormal, whose security has been proved to depend on

the number and strength of primes [21]. In other words, if
the prime is big enough, the security is confirmed, proving
that the attack can be effectively prevented.

Equation attacks

In equation attacks, attackers tend to directly derive the
decryption key from a known equation so that the security
of the equation is the point in this section.

If authorized users SC1 and SC3 can derive the key DK5

through function FDK5ðxÞ, SC3 can derive the secret
parameters of SC1 with the secret parameter SK3, public
parameters, and the function FDK5ðxÞ, further obtain other
information which can only be accessed with SC1, and
calculate the result through the following deriving steps.

FDK5ðx3;5Þ ¼ x3;5 � DK5 �
X

DKj�SCi

x�1
i;j li;jðx3;5Þ

) FDK5ðx6;53Þ � DK�1
5 ¼ x3;5 �

X
DKj�SCj

x�1
i;j li;jðx3;5Þ

) FDK5ðx3;5Þ � DK�1
5 ¼ x3;5 � x1;5

� ��1
l1;5ðx3;5Þ � x3;5

� ��1
l3;5ðx3;5Þ � x6;5

� ��1
l6;5ðx3;5Þ

n o

On the left of the equation, SC3 can legally derive the
key DK5 with function FDK5ðxÞ. Therefore, substitute DK5

for the left of the equality as

) DK5 � DK�1
5 ¼ x3;5 � ::: x3;5

� ��1�
n x3;5 � x1;5

x3;5 � x1;5

� �
x3;5 � x2;5
x3;5 � x2;5

� �
x3;5 � x4;5
x3;5 � x4;5

� �
x6;5 � x5;5
x6;5 � x5;5

� �
x6;5 � x6;5
x6;5 � x6;5

� �
� :::g

) 1 ¼ x3;5 � f0þ x3;5
� ��1 � ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ

ID5jjðgSK3 mod PÞ � ID5jjðgSK1 mod PÞ � :::þ 0g ) 1 ¼ x3;5 � x�1
3;5 � 1

On the right hand side of the equation, in addition to the
number of function l1,5(x3,5) being 1 in the Lagrange
polynomial, others are zero. In this case, even though the
authorized user can derive to this step with known
parameters, the polynomial can not be reversed from 1.
Besides, there is discrete lognormal problem in the
decryption key that can effectively prevent equation attacks.

Conclusion

Paper-based patient records have long been used with
disadvantages of wasting large space, being easily damaged
or lost, not being easily kept, not being able to retrieved by

several doctors for united therapy, a large amount of
management cost, not easily retrieving patient records,
easily delaying treatments, transmitting difficulty of patient
record information, difficulty in compilation of patient
records, and too many patient records. With the progress of
the time, paper-based patient records and traditional
medical operations have been transformed into digital
forms to advance the medical efficiency and information
instantaneity. There have been many relevant medical
organizations promoting the operation of electronic patient
records at present. An acceptable electronic patient record
must focus on the protection of information security,
particularly on the protection of patient privacy. In the process
of implementing electronic patient records, planning the

SCi
(SKi)

SCj
(SKj)

FDK(x)

SCj
(SKj)

DK

Fig. 4 Cooperative attacks
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management of information security to conform to the
requirements of present medical management has become
primary on the promotion of electronic patient records to the
public and medical organizations. A complete information
security scheme will be the prior consideration of electronic
patient record system. Presently, frequent network attacks
make the electronic patient records among hospitals encounter
many security threats in transmitting confidential documents,
as electronic patient records frequently flow and exchange on
the Internet. For this reason, this paper aims to improve the
above drawbacks, to transform paper-based patient records
into electronic patient records, and to apply the benefits of
electronic patient records with the technology of Mobile
Agents to construct a hierarchy access control system. With
the key management capability in Lagrange interpolation and
access control scheme, the classification and control of secure
hierarchy are preceded. Moreover, with the benefits of easy
calculation but difficult compromise of Lagrange interpola-
tion, Mobile Agents can be applied to access to individual
electronic patient records cross hospitals, to promote medical
standards, and to provide safer and more efficient medical
services. What is more, security analyses to the hierarchy
system are preceded and several typical attacks are simulated
in order to demonstrate the security of the constructed
electronic patient record system, so that doctors and patients
can instantly obtain the patient records to help the efficiency
and accuracy of clinic and reduce unnecessary delay-time. For
patients, they will not need to worry about patient records
being divulged, as the secret of patient records is guaranteed.
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